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(a) Reference (b) 4096×2048 (c) 426×213 (optimal) (d) 64×32 (visible artifacts)

Figure 1: Examples of compositing foreground objects (statue, teapot and armadillo) into the background (Bedroom scene) using
its depth map. Comparison between ground truth reference rendering with high resolution 3D meshes (a), composition with high
resolution depth map (4096×2048) (b), composition with perceptually optimal depth resolution (426×213) (c), and composition with
insufficient depth resolution (64×32) (d) showing noticeable artifacts from poorly reconstructed geometry.

ABSTRACT

Compositing virtual objects into photographs with known real world
geometry is a common task in mixed reality (MR) applications. This
geometry enables rendering of global illumination effects, such as
mutual lighting, shadowing, and occlusions between the background
photograph and virtual objects. Obtaining high fidelity geometric
representations of the real world can be a costly procedure, and is
often approximated with depth data. However, it is not clear how
much fidelity the depth data should have in order to maintain high
visual quality in MR rendering.

In this paper, we investigate the relationship between real world
depth fidelity and visual quality in MR rendering. We do this by
conducting a series of user experiments that measure how seamlessly
virtual objects are blended with the background under varying depth
resolutions. We independently evaluate the noticeability of multiple
composition artifacts that occur with approximate depth. Perceptual
thresholds in depth resolution are then obtained for each artifact.
The findings can be used to inform trade-off decisions for optimising
depth acquisition pipelines in MR applications.

Index Terms: Computing methodologies—Computer graphics—
Graphics systems and interfaces—Mixed / augmented reality; Com-
puting methodologies—Computer graphics—Graphics systems and
interfaces—Perception

1 INTRODUCTION

The acquisition of depth information from the real world improves
various aspects of mixed reality (MR), such as accurately placing
virtual objects on real world surfaces, and supporting mutual global
illumination effects. Mutual in this context refers to light transport
interactions between the real world and virtual objects. Such inter-
actions include the real world environment impacting the lighting,
shadows and occlusions on the virtual objects, and vice versa. Such
illumination effects improve the overall realism of MR rendering,
where virtual objects can seem like they naturally belong in the real
world environment. However, a reduction in depth fidelity directly
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impacts the quality of mutual illumination, where artifacts arise if
the depth data is not a faithful reconstruction of the real world.

Obtaining high fidelity depth information from the real world can
be a difficult task, involving expensive or time consuming methods
such as LIDAR scanning, photogrammetry, or manual reconstruction
by an artist. Alternatively, real time or consumer level depth cameras
such as Microsoft Kinect can be used to reconstruct the depth infor-
mation in real-time with the concession of lower fidelity. As such,
there is a clear trade-off between fidelity in depth data and depth
acquisition, which impacts the quality of mutual illumination. How-
ever, it remains unclear the degree to which depth fidelity impacts
the quality of the rendered image as observed by the end-user.

Recent work has defined the key notion of a seamless composition,
in which virtual objects are believably composited into the real
world despite using reduced resources [3]. In order to understand
how much real world depth information is required, we use the
notion of a seamless composition with respect to depth fidelity to
evaluate various mutual illumination effects. With each of these
effects, different artifacts arise, such as protruding geometry or
incorrect shadow alignment. A challenge to be addressed is that
these artifacts may only violate seamlessness under different depth
fidelities. Therefore, it is important to isolate each artifact and
evaluate them independently.

To our knowledge, no prior work has addressed this specific
problem. Closely related previous approaches have addressed visual
quality of virtual geometry, such as level of detail (LOD), but do not
evaluate it in the context of a seamless composition in MR rendering.
Other approaches evaluate composition quality, but do not take into
account depth fidelity in relation to composition directly. In this
paper, we conduct a user study that evaluates depth fidelity with
respect to mutual illumination. Adhering to the notion of a seamless
composition, we find perceptual thresholds of depth resolution in a
MR context. Through this process, we mitigate common artifacts by
choosing appropriate levels of depth fidelity.

The main contributions of our paper are summarised as follows:

• We design and conduct a novel self-referencing user study to
evaluate the depth fidelity required for MR rendering including
mutual illumination.

• We investigate perceptual thresholds for MR rendering by
defining four composition artifact types based on depth, and



evaluating each type independently. The types include: vir-
tual shadows cast onto the real world, real shadows cast onto
virtual objects, the real world occluding virtual objects, and
overlapping of real and virtual shadows.

• From our experiments we find low perceptual thresholds for
depth resolution for mutual shadowing artifacts. We show
that low depth fidelity is sufficient for perceptually similar
composition, coarse 3D geometry modelling and estimation of
depth is an alternative to accurate depth capture.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 MR Rendering with Depth
Seamlessly blending real and virtual worlds has been an ongoing
problem in computer graphics. Debevec [8] achieved seamless
rendering of virtual objects into photographs using captured illumi-
nation data from the real world, and compositing via differential
rendering. Local scene geometry is used to simulate occlusion
and shadow interaction between real and virtual objects. This ge-
ometry is often manually modelled to approximate real shadow
receivers [38]. For complex scenes, however, these approximations
are either too coarse, or it is time consuming to create an accurate
geometric representation.

AR applications have used depth cameras to capture RGBD data
for live reconstruction of a dynamic real scene [15,16,27]. Karsch et
al. [25,26] automate scene geometry acquisition by inferring a depth
map from the given photograph. This achieves realistic composition
of shadows and reflections onto the scene while foreground occluders
are provided by user input. In visual effects, photogrammetry is a
common but resource intensive acquisition method for high quality
geometry [9]. Deep compositing also incorporates depth data into
visual effects pipelines but does not address mutual lighting artifacts
exhibited in rendering [12].

All of these techniques trade off time, accuracy, artist effort, and
hardware cost. It is not clear which method of depth acquisition is
required for a given composition problem. Previous work by Jacobs
et al. [24] uses a coarse geometric model of real objects in AR, and
illustrates artifacts that arise. They address certain shadow artifacts
by offloading computational effort towards shadow estimation rather
than geometry refinement. Such work supports the hypothesis that
capturing of low resolution depth could be sufficient. Likewise,
measuring the noticeability of these artifacts relative to each other
would be useful for these applications, which is the focus of is paper.

2.2 Perceptual Studies with Depth
Depth perception studies have measured the human visual system’s
(HVS) ability to make distance judgements with depth cues [21],
and infer spatial relationships between virtual objects in AR [10,11].
Depth perception has also been evaluated against a display’s ability
to convey depth cues [13, 33, 41]. Depth cues on more limited
displays have been simulated with depth-of-field blur [2]. Other
studies measure the effect of depth-of-field blur on depth perception
[30]. Our studies instead focus on properties of reduced depth map
data that pertain to MR.

More related to the geometry estimation problem, reduced level
of detail (LOD) has been well researched for optimisation of 3D
triangle meshes [4, 32]. In particular, perceptual factors such as
visual acuity and gaze are often considered to obtain simplified ge-
ometry that produces visually similar renderings [31]. Corsini et
al. [5] provide a survey of user studies for perceptually based error
metrics for mesh distortion in both static and dynamic scenarios.
These works aim to preserve perceptually important details such as
texture, object silhouettes, and rendering, in fully virtual scenes. Our
studies instead measure how well geometry estimation can preserve
perceived lighting interaction between real and virtual objects in MR.
Sugano et al. [40] show that shadows are important for believable

composition, in terms of virtual object presence and spatial cues.
In their perceptual studies they use static modelled geometry for
shadows to be cast on the real world, but do not vary the geome-
try in a photorealistic composition setup. So far, no other works
perceptually evaluate the effect of depth approximation in a MR
setup.

2.3 Perceptually Based Rendering
Perceptually based rendering exploits limitations in the HVS by
avoiding computation of rendering effects that are not perceived in
the final rendering [42]. In virtual scenes, visibility approximations
have been shown to be sufficient for rendering perceivably accurate
indirect illumination [44]. Preliminary studies have shown that soft
shadows can be rendered with blocker geometry of lower LOD
than the actual blocker object [39]. While their shadows were cast
from synthetic objects in a virtual scene, it supports the idea that
real geometry could be approximated for soft shadowing of virtual
objects in MR.

Chalmers et al. [3] showed that virtual objects can be rendered
under low resolution radiance maps and maintain seamlessness in
its shading and shadow. Iorns and Rhee utilise this work for per-
ceptually optimised image based lighting with low resolution, low
dynamic range 360° video for real-time MR object shading [23].
Further studies by Rhee et al. [38] use perceptually based thresh-
olding to parameterise lights in 360° videos. With this notion of
perceptually optimised illumination, we apply this concept to depth
for finding optimal depth map resolutions for MR.

2.4 Perceptual Studies in Composition
In many previous perceptual experiment frameworks, composition
quality is evaluated against a ground truth reference image. The
Visual Equivalence [37] metric has been used to accept visually
similar images, more so than the Visual Differences Predictor [6]
which can still detect imperceivable differences. Křivánek et al.
[28] has used this to evaluate HVS sensitivity to common global
illumination rendering artifacts. MR applications have also been
evaluated by ground truth comparisons [1, 25, 34].

However, often the motivation of MR is to insert objects that do
not belong in the same environment as the background. Therefore,
we use a framework that evaluates visual coherence and plausibility
within the same image, as the ground truth reference does not always
exist in practice. We adopt the idea of a self-reference perceptual
experiment frameworks used by Chalmers et al. [3] and Rhee et
al. [38].

3 COMPOSITION WITH DEPTH

Before the experimental setup is explained, this section reviews
differential rendering composition and how we integrate depth maps
in the process. We then explain and label the artifacts that arise when
using approximate depth in composition.

3.1 Differential Rendering
The Differential Rendering method [8] is used to composite the
shadows of virtual objects into photographs. This method requires
a geometry and material model of the surrounding real environ-
ment, which is referred to as the local scene. The local scene is
rendered twice: once with the virtual objects and once without. The
per-pixel ratio between the renderings extracts the change that the
objects imparted onto the local scene (e.g. shadows, reflections, and
global illumination). These changes are then composited into the
background as follows:

I f inal = IBackground
LSOb j

LSNoOb j
(1)

In Equation 1, I f inal is the final composite, Ibackground is the
real background image, and LSOb j and LSNoOb j are the local



scene renderings with and without objects, respectively. The ra-
tio LSOb j/LSNoOb j is multiplied with the background so that shad-
ows (ratio < 1) darken the image and bounce lighting (ratio > 1)
brightens it. Figure 2 shows this process. Taking the ratio between
renderings and multiplying the result is a variation of differential
rendering proposed by Debevec [8]. We use this instead of the more
common additive method, which was found to produce noise and
clipping artifacts. The local scene is used to receive their shadow
detail as if cast onto the real scene. Therefore, the accuracy in the
interaction of light, shadow, and occlusion between real and virtual
objects is heavily dictated by how closely the local scene represents
the real environment.

(a) Background (b) Local scene

(c) Local scene with object (d) Object matte

(e) Local scene ratio (f) Final composite

Figure 2: Compositing steps for differential rendering. (a) Background
image, (b) Reconstructed local scene mesh from depth map, (c) Local
scene rendered with virtual object, (d) Object matte, (e) Change in
local scene: (c) divided by (b) excluding object, (f) Final Composite
with object and its shadow.

Many applications acquire the local scene model via depth maps
either captured by depth cameras [15, 16, 27], or estimated from
the image [25, 26]. Aside from fundamental limitations such as
disocclusions (holes) [7], high resolution depth maps can generate
a local scene model for composition with correct shadowing and
occlusion between real and virtual objects.

3.2 Local Scene Generation from 360° Depth Maps
Our studies use 360° panoramic depth maps to preserve out-of-view
geometry, thus avoiding inconsistent illumination artifacts which
are not being tested. Out-of-view geometry impacts illumination
in the final composite even in conventional fixed-view output. 360°
equirectangular depth also allows the depth map resolution parame-
ter to be varied independently of the camera’s field-of-view (FOV).

Given a 360° panoramic depth map in equirectangular format, a
mesh is generated from it by creating a high density spherical mesh,
centred at the origin. We set each vertex’s length equal to the depth
map value sampled by the vertex’s direction. For low resolution
depth maps we linearly interpolate the depth samples across the
mesh vertices. Using a mesh mitigates artifacts such as holes from
other depth image rendering methods such as point clouds.

The generated depth mesh becomes the local scene geometry in
differential rendering. Figure 2b shows the geometry generated with
this method using a 512×256 depth map, with visible loss of high
frequency details in the original scene. This simple approach was
sufficient for our experiment but other mesh generation methods
such as Pajarola et al. [35] would be valid as well.

3.3 Depth Composition Artifacts
As the depth map degrades in resolution, specific artifacts are ob-
servable in the final composite and occur in different types of scenes.
We choose a subset of artifacts to evaluate. Based on our preliminary
pilot studies, we found that four artifact types were perceived to
be most noticeable in depth based compositions. We also noticed
that each artifact became noticeable at different depth resolutions.
Therefore, our experiments were designed to study these four ar-
tifacts individually. Figure 3 shows how each artifact changes in
appearance with varying depth resolutions. We define and explain
each artifact type in the following.

Type 1 - Real objects receiving virtual shadows: Geometry
reconstruction from low resolution depth maps fails to fully recon-
struct high frequency details in the real objects in the background
image. A virtual object’s shadow received by this geometry will
hence be distorted in shape, and not match the background in the
composite.

Type 2 - Virtual objects receiving real shadows: Similarly to
Type 1, shadows cast from the real world geometry onto virtual
objects will be inconsistent when low resolution depth is used. This
is due to the reconstructed real blocker being distorted, thus casting
a different shadow on a virtual object.

Type 3 - Occlusion boundary: This artifact is seen when vir-
tual objects are composited behind real objects and the occlusion
boundary is misaligned with the real image. When depth data is used
in the composition, depth testing can be done between virtual and
real depth values. From this we obtain a visibility mask allowing
the real world to occlude virtual objects in compositing. However,
low resolution depth maps fail to create occlusion boundaries that
exactly match those in the background image.

Type 4 - Real and virtual shadow overlap: This artifact is seen
when virtual shadows over-darken the background real shadow, even
though the visibility in that region has not changed. When low
resolution depth maps poorly reconstruct real world shadow casters,
the real shadow simulated during rendering will poorly reconstruct
the same shadow region seen in the image. When a virtual object
shadow also falls in this region, an artifact of double shadowing or
shadow overlap will be present in the composition. The simulated
real shadow dictates where virtual object shadows should not darken
the background since LSOb j and LSNoOb j are both dark. Therefore,
the artifact is seen where the simulated real shadow does not fully
cover the real shadow in the background. This is illustrated in Figure
4.

These four artifact types are the scope of our experiments. The
next section details the design of our experiment which isolates the
artifacts to analyse their noticeability independently.

4 USER EXPERIMENT

The aim of our user experiment is to measure the effect of depth
map resolution on seamlessness, while finding the optimal resolution
thresholds. Our initial pilot studies have shown that some of the four
artifact types (described in Section 3.3) are more noticeable than
others. Therefore our goal was to find multiple resolution percep-
tual thresholds to enable applications to target different composition
cases independently. The study was taken by 20 participants (five
female, 15 male) between ages 20 to 52. All participants had normal
or corrected to normal vision. Out of the 20 participants, 13 were
either students, developers, researchers, or artists working in techni-
cal fields such as computer graphics, computer science, or computer



Type 1

LS

4096×2048 1024×512 256×128 64×32

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Figure 3: Artifact types and their behaviour as depth map resolution
decreases. The bottom labels indicate the depth resolution used in
each column. The top row (LS) shows the Type 1 scene’s geometry
reconstruction as an example. The decreasing depth map resolution
causes the geometry to degrade, creating the artifacts in Type 1.

vision. The remaining seven had other non-technical backgrounds.
We distributed the test as an online survey through Google Forms.

4.1 Stimuli

Users were shown images of virtual objects composited into fully
synthetic scenes, rather than real photographs with 360° depth. This
is partly due to the lack of available datasets with 360° panora-
mas with both high dynamic range (HDR) radiance (as required
for photorealistic rendering [8]) and corresponding accurate depth.
Furthermore, this would ensure that depth resolution effects are eval-
uated independently from illumination accuracy. It also allowed us
to control camera placement to ensure the artifacts were clearly ex-
hibited in the composites for a meaningful user response. Although
360° depth data was used, users were shown fixed-view composites
to direct focus towards the region of interest with virtual objects and
artifacts.

To simulate MR rendering with depth, we convert the synthetic
scenes’ 3D mesh geometry into a depth map by rendering their depth
to an image. Composites were created using the method described
in Section 3, where equirectangular depth maps were rendered along
with the background image. The synthetic depth meshes were then
generated from the depth maps and were used as the local scene for
each composite. With known illumination and camera projection
used to render the background, the virtual objects were then rendered
under the same conditions with only the local scene model changing
with depth map resolution.

All images were rendered at 960×540 resolution. The 360° depth
map resolutions were chosen to be 64× 32, 128× 64, 256× 128,
512×256, 1024×512, 2048×1024, 4096×2048. This choice of
range was informed by preliminary pilot studies. These depth maps
were re-rendered from the original 3D scene (as in Figure 1a), at the
specified resolutions rather than downscaled from a high resolution
depth map. This introduces aliasing in the depth maps but avoids
filtering to preserve accurate depth measurements. It also simulates
capturing from low resolution depth cameras that cannot filter across
multiple samples.

4.1.1 Scenes
To measure each artifact type independently we used three test
scenes in the stimuli. The scenes cover each mutual illumination
situation that exhibits the type being evaluated. We refer to the
renderings of these scenes as the backgrounds in the compositions.
The objects placed in them that exhibit the artifacts are referred to
as the foreground objects. Figure 5 shows each scene and illustrates
the artifacts in the stimuli shown to participants. We have kept the
scenes simple to exhibit only the relevant artifacts, while avoiding
the influence of factors that were not being tested. For example, all
scenes were entirely diffuse to avoid reflection inaccuracies in the
virtual objects. Similarly, all materials were the same colour to avoid
sensitivity variation with different colours.

The Bedroom scene (Figure 5a), which showed Type 1 artifacts,
has background cuboid geometry and walls, with the foreground
objects Lucy, Teapot, and Armadillo. The shadows of the foreground
objects are cast on various surfaces such as the floor, bed, and walls.
The requirement of this scene’s design was to ensure that shadows
did not solely fall on trivial surfaces such as large planes which do
not exhibit Type 1 artifacts as depth resolution decreases.

The Gazebo scene (Figure 5b) showed both Type 2 and Type 4 ar-
tifacts by having a large background Gazebo whose shadow partially
falls on the foreground objects Killeroo, Lion, and Dragon. This
arrangement provided Type 2 shadows falling on objects, and Type
4 shadow overlap artifacts where the object and Gazebo shadows
met. To test these two artifacts independently, we masked out the
Type 2 artifact in one set of stimuli images, and masked out Type 4
in the other set.

The Sponza scene (Figure 5c) had teapots occluded behind pillars
in the environment to show Type 3 artifacts. During rendering indi-
rect light would normally bounce behind the pillars, and illuminate
the back walls. After generating the depth mesh, the indirect light
would be blocked due to depth disocclusions (cannot store pillar
and the wall behind in a single depth map). Hence, objects placed
behind the pillars would be dark in the composition. We therefore
needed to replicate this in the scene by placing geometry behind
pillars, before rendering the background. This prevents indirect
light passing behind pillars, thus matching the reconstruction. This
enabled the Sponza scene to eliminate other illumination artifacts so
that the HVS response only depended on the Type 3 artifact.

4.1.2 Objects
The Bedroom shadow scene used tall objects (Lucy and Armadillo)
under a light with low elevation in order to cast long shadows. These
interact with the background across a sufficiently visible area to
clearly present any composition artifacts in the stimuli. The teapot
is an exception being much shorter but was needed to keep the
Armadillo shadow visible in the image. The Gazebo scene objects
needed to be long enough to be partially in and out of shadow.
The Gazebo casts a shadow onto the objects and using long objects
ensures that the shadow edge is clearly visible. Similarly, the overlap
in the object shadow and Gazebo shadow must be visible on the
ground. The light direction was adjusted from behind the Gazebo
such that it shadowed the objects in this way. Different objects were
used in Bedroom and Gazebo scenes to prevent participants relying
on pattern matching of artifacts to identify the composited objects.
The Sponza scene used the same teapot objects but they were placed
behind different occluders for artifact variation.

To fairly test shadow artifact noticeability, all objects and their
shadows were equally visible from the camera’s perspective. Simi-
larly, although all composites had the same resolution, the relative
distance and scale between objects and camera were consistent
within scenes. This imposed restrictions on the type and placement
of objects such as the teapot exception in the Bedroom scene. There-
fore, any object could be used as long as they exhibit the artifacts
being evaluated. Objects within Bedroom and Gazebo had consis-



(1)
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(2)

Figure 4: How the Type 4 shadow overlap artifact occurs in differential rendering. The left image and close-up is the background image. Column
(a) is the local scene, (b) is the local scene with objects, (c) is the error, and (d) is the final composite. Row (1) shows the process using a 64×32
resolution depth map, while row (2) uses 4096×2048.

(a) Type 1 - Bedroom (b) Type 2 - Gazebo (c) Type 3 - Sponza (d) Type 4 - Gazebo

Figure 5: Top row: ground truth renderings of the scenes used in our experiment. Bottom row: example stimuli with the left most object being the
inserted object in each scene. Type 2 (c) and Type 4 (d) share the same scene but with different artifacts masked out in the composition.

tent distances away from the camera, to test artifacts independently
from distance. While Sponza had objects at different distances, their
screen-space sizes were equalised. Plausible camera viewpoints
were chosen such that these requirements were met and all objects
and their artifacts were visible.

4.1.3 Illumination

Soft shadows were found to be too faint around composition artifacts
and were thus unable to stimulate the desired user response across
the shadow artifact types. It has also been shown that composition
artifacts are much less noticeable under soft lighting compared to
hard lighting [3]. Therefore, hard directional lighting was used to
create sharp shadows that clearly exhibited the artifacts caused by
shadow composition.

Constant colour environment lighting was present in all scenes.
This was used to ensure shadows were not too dark. This was
required for perceiving the Type 3 shadow overlap artifact because
no overlap can be seen when both shadows are pure black.

The Sponza scene, however, used only the ambient occlusion
rendering pass for lighting. This was to eliminate any hard shadow
artifacts from directed lighting and object illumination artifacts from
unreconstructed depth. This ensured that this test only evaluated
Type 3 artifacts instead of the other shadow artifacts, while keeping
the images realistic.

4.2 Procedure
Measuring visual equivalence with a reference can assess the per-
ceived accuracy to which composition matches a ground truth ren-
dering. Instead, we aim to measure the perceived seamlessness of
composition into a given background image. Users were shown
compositions of foreground objects in the previously described back-
grounds, where one of the three foreground objects was composited
with the depth map instead of rendered with the environment. Users
were then asked which of the three was the composited object. For
each object they were asked “How noticeable was the insertion ar-
tifact?” with the Likert item ratings “1. Slightly noticeable”, “2.
Moderately noticeable”, “3. Very noticeable”, and “4. Extremely
noticeable”. If the user instead chose a real object, the default notice-
ability of 0 was given. Users were forced to choose a composited
object even when it was too difficult to identify. This means that
responses where users picked the correct object by chance, with
noticeability of 1, will introduce a bias towards the artifact being
noticeable in the results. However, this forced choice does prevent
users from frequently relying on a default option, improving the us-
ability of the data. In total, 84 images were shown to each participant
(7 depth resolutions × 3 objects × 4 artifact types).

5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We firstly average noticeability values from user responses across ob-
jects, at each 360° depth map resolution and for each type. In Figure



Figure 6: Experiment results of artifact noticeability across all types and objects, against depth map width (height is half width). Lower noticeability
values are better. Objects 1, 2 and 3 are the left, middle and right objects, respectively, in each Type’s scene.

Figure 7: Average artifact noticeability against depth map width, for
all types. The dotted line at noticeability = 0.5 indicates where the
perceptual thresholds are determined. The dotted line at noticeability
= 1.0 indicates where artifacts become slightly noticeable. Lower
noticeability values are better.

6 we plot the relationship between average artifact noticeability and
depth resolution. Specifically, we plot noticeability against the depth
map width, as each depth map’s height was half its width. The error
bars show the standard error of the mean (SEM) indicating relative
error size between points. These plots indicate that noticeability de-
creases with resolution, and is overall consistent across objects and
scenes, as expected. It also verifies that the choice of scenes, objects,
and placement were suitable for showing the expected behaviour of
higher noticeability at lower resolutions.

To find meaningful perceptual thresholds for each artifact type,
we average noticeability values across objects and plot this variation
with depth resolution in Figure 7. The error bars show each point’s
SEM. The dashed line at noticeability = 0.5 is halfway between
the artifact being noticeable (1.0) and it being not noticeable (0.0).
Average noticeability values above 0.5 can distinguish that over
50% of those artifacts were noticeable, instead of not noticeable
(users guessing). From this line we obtain the perceptual resolution
thresholds for Types 1 and 2, though there are none for Types 3 and
4 within the tested range. As mentioned, users guessing the correct
object by chance will bias the results towards higher noticeabilities.
Therefore, we also plot a weaker noticeability line at 1.0 to account
for this. The thresholds measured at this line indicate where artifacts
become slightly noticeable, corresponding to the response option in
the survey. We also analyse inflection points of each curve. These
points indicate the resolution at which the noticeability starts to
increase the most. The perceptual thresholds and inflection points

are given in Table 1. Analysis methods such as ANOVA and t-test
calculation are not suited for our experiment design as we measured
gradual change rather than distinct groups with which to measure
differences in means.

Table 1: Table of depth map resolution perceptual thresholds (PT),
slightly noticeable thresholds (SN), and inflection points (IP) from
experimental results.

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4

PT 426×213 206×103 - -

SN 116×58 - 1126×563 1596×798

IP 250×125 228×114 354×177 336×168

The inflection points for Type 1 and 2 closely correspond to
their perceptual thresholds, further validating the position of the
thresholds. While there are no perceptual thresholds for Types 3 and
4, within the measured range, the slightly noticeable thresholds can
be found for Types 3 and 4, but not Type 1. All inflection points
indicate the optimal design trade-off for quality and resolution for
each type.

A level of noise is seen across all plots, causing some artifacts at
high resolutions to be more noticeable than at lower resolutions. We
attribute this to depth map aliasing as the resolution is reduced with-
out filtering (for accurate depth). Each aliased version sampled the
depth map differently, such that artifacts are coincidentally hidden
at lower resolutions. The averaged plot in Figure 7 reduces the noise
but it is still seen between the first two points of Type 3, and across
Type 2.

6 APPLICATIONS

From our results we provide a number of perceptual thresholds
that can be used by artists to understand which areas in the real
background require high quality geometry recreation, and which
require coarse modelling. Developers can use this understanding
to balance computational resources to trade-off performance and
quality as required. Researchers can also use the results to develop
new perceptually optimised depth acquisition algorithms or depth
cameras specifically for MR.

One practical application for the Type 1 result is that, since its
perceptual threshold is low, it only requires coarse recreation of
surrounding geometry which saves resources such as memory and
computation. Coarse box model estimation of geometry [14, 18, 45]
is also sufficient as the Bedroom test scene composition shows that
can seamlessness is achieved without fine details on large back-
ground objects and walls.

Figure 8 shows the Type 1 perceptual threshold being used in
practice, in a MR rendering of virtual objects into a photorealistic,
rendered background image. This simulates compositing into a
real photograph with a captured 360° depth map. We illustrate



(a) Composite 4096×2048 (b) Composite 426×213 (c) Mesh 4096×2048 (d) Mesh 426×213

Figure 8: Example application of the Type 1 perceptual threshold in MR rendering into a photorealistic background. The glossy teapot, statue
and white chair, are the inserted objects. Compositions with a 4096×2048 depth map (a) and a perceptually optimal 426×213 depth map (b).
Reconstructed geometry for the composites are also shown: meshes with 4096×2048 (c) and 426×213 (d) depth maps. Top row: composition
into a background scene with continuous depth (couch object). Bottom row: fail case of composition into discontinuous depth (car object with
artifacts around wheels in both (b) and (c)).

that composition using a depth map at our perceptually optimal
threshold yields visually similar results to using a high resolution
depth map. Figure 8 also shows a limitation in which artifacts arise
from discontinuous depth (car object in the figure with sharp depth
transitions around the wheels), which were not accounted for in
our study. In these cases, areas with smooth depth (car bonnet) are
visually similar, but artifacts at discontinuities are visible even at
high depth resolutions.

Type 3 occlusion artifacts are much more noticeable so we suggest
that an occlusion mask or layer is created/detected to mask out virtual
objects behind the real world. This is easier to create than a mesh,
which must also be manually aligned with the background. The mask
can remain in the equirectangular domain for simple compositing.

Types 2 and 4 present a more interesting method as they are both
caused by real world shadow casters but have vastly different notice-
ability. The low noticeability of Type 2 indicates that the blocker
geometry can be low fidelity, but this will in turn increase the Type 4
artifact severity. Therefore, we suggest creating/detecting a shadow
region matte to mask the shadow overlap. This combination trades
off optimised geometry fidelity for requiring a shadow matte input.
Both steps combined are often less resource intensive than creating
or detecting high fidelity geometry to solve both problems. The
coarse blocker geometry could be automatically detected via seg-
mentation and stored as layers [20, 36]. Similarly, shadow detection
has also been automated in previous research [17, 29].

We measured artifact noticeability in relation to depth in a full
FOV equirectangular format. If a standard, lower FOV depth map is
used then depth resolutions even lower than our perceptual threshold
may also suffice.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The aim of this paper was to study the required level of fidelity in
background geometry for seamless composition. We achieved this
by studying the perceptual effects of depth resolution reduction on
the noticeability of mutual illumination artifacts. We formalised four
artifact definitions and tested these individually. From the results
we obtained perceptual thresholds and optimal trade-off points for
multiple MR cases. We finally used these findings to demonstrate
where resources can be optimised and where more care must be
taken.

Disocclusions in depth capture may lead to discontinuous depth,
meaning real shadows cannot be fully reconstructed where depth
behind occluders is unknown. However, our studies were limited to

continuous depth to avoid such artifacts, so further study is needed to
evaluate this case. While our studies evaluated artifacts from depth
resolution reduction, we assumed the depth was still accurate. Cap-
tured or estimated depth may be both inaccurate and low resolution,
so depth accuracy limits for perceived seamlessness requires further
studies. Our results could be refined with more participants and
repeating the study with a focussed resolution range would find finer
perceptual thresholds. Having tested on fully diffuse scenes, we can-
not infer how depth resolution affects perceived reflections on virtual
objects from the real world. Measuring perceptual depth fidelity
thresholds required for indirect illumination and colour bleeding
would also be useful. The experiment setup could be extended to
measure how multiple lights and lighting complexity affect seamless
shadow composition.

Having measured perceptual thresholds in a 360° depth format,
our findings can be applied to new 360° depth acquisition [22,43,45]
techniques which can enhance MR experiences for mutual rendering
effects in 360° content [19]. Further evaluation in dynamic MR
scenes would increase the practical use of our results. Composition
of animated objects into a video background with dynamic depth
could be used in our method. Using animated virtual objects moving
in and out of artifact regions could measure if artifacts are more
pronounced in dynamic scenes. Further studies using head tracking
hardware in a 360° environment could measure how artifact percep-
tion is affected while immersed. It is also worth exploring new depth
acquisition algorithms with perceptual optimisation in mind.
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